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Stainless Steel Hard Candy Making Machine
For Making Hard Candy
Specifications :
Payment Terms

L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword

hard candy equipment,hard candy maker machine,hard candy making machine

Detail Introduction :
Hard Candy Making Machine
Hard Candy Press Machine can produce many kinds of hard candy, including fruit hard candy,
sandwich hard candy, and lollipops. The machine has the features of melting sugar lumps, good heat
preservation, easy operation, simple use, easy maintenance, low failure rate, and long service life.
The hard candies produced are not only beautiful but also sweet and mellow in taste, which is
favored by customers.
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Hard Candy Making Equipment Details.
1. Vacuum film sugar boiling machine. Fast alternation of hot and cold, short boiling cycle, and high
output.
2. Sugar melting pot. Beautiful appearance and easy operation, quick heating up.
3. Cooler conveying unit. High and stable movement speed, compact structure.
4. Sugar wrapping machine. No dead corner in the barrel, more convenient for hygiene and cleaning.
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Hard Candy Equipment specification.
Hard Candy Making Machine Specification.
Candy making factory, food and beverage factory, home, retail, grocery store,
candy store, etc.
Video technical support, online support, spare parts, on-site maintenance, and
repair service.

Applicable industries
Warranty Service
Video shipping inspection
Test report
Core component warranty
Name
Voltage
Power
Weight
Dimension
Capacity
Steam requirement
Molds
Features

Provided
Provided

1 year
TG machine
380V, customizable
3.5KW
75kg
1000*1500*2000
50-100kg/hr
0.2?/min 0.4-0.6Mpa
We have different shapes of molds in our design, you can produce different
shapes of hard candy in the same line, at the same time of the day.
1.We use advanced technology to manufacture, super high temperature and
high-pressure production, not easy to stick the sugar.
2. Our servo motor can control the deposit very well.
320000???

Small Hard Candy Making
Machine Price
Easy to operate
Advantage
Hard Candy Machine features.
1. Thickened stainless steel material, customer use at ease.
2. Hard Candy Maker Machine has low noise and high working efficiency.
3. High output and favorable price.
4. Multifunctional equipment, with continuous working mode.
5. Simple operation, easy to operate at a glance.
6. The parts are made of international brands, with long service life.
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7. Extended molding system to protect the mold.
8. Hidden part of the warning signs and the protection of safe use.
9. Cleaning function and drainage pipe, easy to operate.
10. Clean and hygienic, meeting GMP standards.
Hard Candy Making Machine manufacturer has a perfect management system and after-sales
service, with the most professional mechanical engineers, skilled recipe engineers, and experienced
PLC engineers to help you make the most competitive machine. With our years of technology and
experience, we can protect your investment. You can contact us anytime and look forward to
cooperating with you!
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